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INTRODUCTION
The British Ruler did hand over the reign of our
country, India, to one of their pet Indian family
members in democratic platform advising to rule the
country as per established law and ‘Divide & Rule
Policy’ keeping alive all casteism, religious
fundamentalism, etc. Therefore, generation to
generation his successors can rule the country.
Accordingly, numbers of rulers/kings have increased
from single to thousands to lakhs in three categories,
as administrative, financial and judiciary. They
have made Burgeon ruling platform of 40%
Burgeon people namely:
1. All Political Leaders
2. All Bureaucrats
3. All Professionals
4. All Industrialists
5. All Business Communities
The above 20% Burgeon people and 20% APL
(Middle ClassPeople) (presently Government
fixed up their minimum Annual Income Rs.7
lakh 50 Thousand) are ruling over 60% BPL
(‘‘Below Poverty Level’’) Categories of people in
the FederalSystem of democratic country same as
British Colonial Autocracy.
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Our Society is paternal system of society since
beginning when society formed.
There was a message from educationist and
great Orator, Bipin Chandra Pal, which is
published by the Editor of ‘The Statesman’ on 22
May 1932 that, “Democracies are notoriously
ungrateful. They use man to the utmost limit for
their physical and mental power and discard them
and throw them on the scrapheap”.
This message is true to the knowledge of every
politically educated person who understood that the
present so-called democracies have become weapons
for some group of as dictator to rule this democratic
country in the shape of KING/QUEEN PARTIES
Anarchism and Nepotism with autocracy same as
British Colonial Autocracy by 20% Burgeon people
and 20% APL Categories of people.
In any country, human beings are the main assets.
We should utilise them 100% for the country’s
development. 100% utilisation will create invention/
discovery from the Universe. Whereas our political
leaders/kings/queens are busy for looking after their
own cadres/workers only to keep their power intake.
Indian democracy can not remove corruption by any
means because the entire nation/country ruled by
political
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leaders of Assembly House and of Parliament House
as per direction of 40% Burgeon people mentioned
above.
Foreign deposits more than 20 billion dollars
deposited by some of political leaders and others
from 40% Burgeon people, which cannot be
withdrawn and/or cannot display their individual
names. This money will be utilised in hard cash by
‘Howalla’ transactions for election purpose. All
political parties require cash money for paying their
cadres, leaders and for propaganda/publicity to keep
the power intake. Hence they have to go to 40%
Burgeon people.
Government’s strong efforts for the overall
development for the country inviting other developed
countries’ help and foreign depositors’ investments.
But maximum benefits enjoyed by 40% Burgeon
people. They all are mostly making cash
transactions, especially all political leaders, all
Bureaucrats, all professionals and all business
communities. And they get all helps from
Government Organisations/Institutions by receiving
cash in exchange of transferring benefits. Various
incidences are highlighted in the form of sample
letters in Author’s Main Book ‘‘Evolution of
Human Beings and Society.” Especially in the
state of West Bengal under Kolkata Municipal
Corporation Act established in 1876 by British
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Ruler independent parallel Government controlled
by total Bureaucrats where only few elected political
leaders whose advices are not binding only eye
witness personally benefited and some percentage
given to the Government in cash which utilised for
cadres’/workers’ salary and party’s publicity. And
again Government will add in the Government’s
expenditures on a/c of donation to all clubs, muscle
power in all blocks for political parties. Such a huge
establishment could not make any infrastructures in
any blocks for all maintenance works which are
done by contractors must be on 40/60 ratio with
Government in cash. Author’s Main Book ilustrated
technical know-how for making Kolkata as
London having similar geographical background of
London. Also the same technical know-how
mentioned in this Book. Author also suggested in
sample letters to Chief Justice of India to abolish the
KMC Act so that more or less one lakh youth can
get a permanent job to build up the infrastructures
and do the smooth maintenance works through
elected block councillors. Presently here all labours/
technicians do not accept peace rate but insist for
contract rate on business policy.
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FOR ALL POLITICAL PARTIES
WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN
10TH EDITION- OCTOBER 2018
“EVOLUTION OF HUMAN BEINGS AND SOCIETY”:

The British Ruler did hand over the reign of our
country India to one of their pet Indian family
members advising to rule the country as per their
established law and Divide & Rule policy keeping
alive allz teism, religious fundamentalism etc. with
their own Constitution which Baba Saheb
Ambedkar amended as per our country’s
requirements. If we read:“PREAMBLE OF THE CONSTITITION OF INDIA”:
“WE THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly
resolved to constitute India into a
SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC and to secure to all its citizens: JUSTICE,
social, economic and political; LIBERTY of thought,
expression, belief, faith and worship; EQUALITY of status
and of opportunity; and to promote among them all
FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual and
the unity and integrity of the Nation”.
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Therefore, the generation to generation British
Ruler’s successors can rule the country. Accordingly,
numbers of Rulers/Kings and/or Sub-Rulers/Kings
have increased from Single to Thousands to Lakhs in
three Categories with whole Authority for
Administrative, Financial and Judiciary-(which
completely under Government control). They have
made Burgeon ruling Platform of 20% Burgeon
people & 20% APL People-(Middle Class)
presently Government fixed up their minimum
Annual Income Rs.7 lakh 50 Thousand) over 60%
BPL categories of people in the Federal System of
Democratic Country. Our Society is paternal system
of Society since beginning when Society formed.
In Hinduism, there are four Yugas such as Satya,
Treta, Drapad, and Kalli Yuga. Presently running
Man-Pita (Father) is the head of the family. Man is
dominating in the family as well as in the Society.
Women populations are increasing and they are
capable of managing theentire Society in much better
way than Man if they are not Self Centered Power
Crazy women. Factually, Women is meuch more
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superior to Male Person. First, Woman is the creator
of Human Beings. Man deposits seeds and Woman
preserves the seeds feed them and bring them in the
Society. Woman is much sexier than Male Person, but
Woman has controlling element i.e. Diffidence/
(Lajja)/Shyness which controls the sex of Woman.
Sex is natural requirement and demand. As per Unani
and Ayurvedic explanation woman body’s eight
places have filling of Sex sensation. However, man has
got only in two places. In the ‘Quran’, Dress Code for
Woman specified for complete body cover with Veil
(Borkha). Now the modern Society’s Woman prefers
to expose their body for beautification, competition in
Fashion Parade and elsewhere. In the Captioned Book
Author has suggested for Self-Government systems
from Block level to District level. To implement the
said systems Government has to pass Bill for taking
control of all Clubs, Temples, Mosques, Churches and
other religious Centers under Government control and
to set up one BDO Office for administering the Block
for developing the followings:
All unemployed people as per Mobile Employment
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Exchange Record in the Block should get job.
In all religious Centers, all devotees should come as
usual to pray almighty as per individual’s religious belief
in their respective temples, Mosques, Churches and
any other respective Centers after depositing their
contributions, any articles etc to the Block Office.
Block Office employed attendants attached to temples,
Mosques, Churches and other religious Centers will
accompany them to the Worship Place. All Priests,
Pandas, Imams, Moulabis, Fathers and other Religious
Heads will get remuneration every month from the
Devotees’ contributions and other valuables from the
Block Office. All unemployed Club members will get
job as Security Man or as per their Skilled/Unskilled
capability. Total Income from Club activities will be
under control of BDO Office. Self-Employed
Individuals in any business and/or any Professions
should register their working details in BDO Office to
contribute certain percentage from their Income for
Block Developments such as 100% Education,
100% Health, Cultural activities etc. No Cadres of
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any Political Parties are required to visit to any
Business and Professionals’ Offices to collect the
Funds for their Political Parties requirements when they
got their respective jobs in their Block. Political Parties
funds requirements are the main cause of corruptions in
entire Bureaucratic systems. All political Parties’
leaders have interlinked relations in the corruption.
They abuse stating ‘Dishonest’ to each other but
cannot go further for fear of getting gluey mud in their
character. There is no ambiguity that most of the
leaders are suffering from Revenue Cancer and no
chance of getting cure because their Billion/Trillion
Dollars in foreign Banks will remain unclaimed. What a
pity and shameful matter for us. Now to cure all the
Revenue Cancer patients we have to establish
MAA, MATI & MANUSH Society. First think for MAA-(Bharat
MAA) for whom we have to change the political

structure i.e. Federal Systems to Presidential
Systems elected by the people, of the people and
for the people. Next to, choose Leader for
President who thinks for people from ‘MATI’,
(Block to District label). Next to, choose
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(Man or Woman) and for this we have to go to
Hinduism Story of Treta Yuga, when Shri Ram
worshiped for arrival of ‘MAA’ “Durga” to kill
‘Ravana’. We can choose from only Woman who is
superior to Man, but does not possess any SelfCentered Power Crazy Mentality except
developing Ego and direct Injection to all Revenue
Cancer Patients to establish” MAA, MATI &
MANUSH Society”. Any Leader from any State if
claim that he/she is only eligible for becoming
competent Head of the Country/States by showing
only Industrial growth which benefitted only 40%
of total population not for 60% BPL categories of
people. Author’s question that by Industrial growth
can anyone prove in the State/Country 100%
Education, 100% employed, 100% Health care
and 100% secured Life.
Now ‘Author’ analyses religious fundamentalism and
some idea to remove inhuman treatment by
Fundamentalist through his Self-Government
Systems already explained in the foregoing method in
the Captioned Book.
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1.Fundamentalism in Hinduism:
In Hinduism, there are 33 Crores Spiritual Persons as
Gods and Goddesses arrived to remove inhuman
treatment by Fundamentalist to establish peace and
humanity in the Society. Out of them, there are
Supreme Spiritual Persons-Gods arrived in four
different Yuga (Period) like Brahma/Bishnu/
Mahaswar in Satya Yuga, Shri Ram in Treta Yuga,
Shri Krishna in Drapad Yuga and in Kalli Yuga:
Paramanghansa Shri Ramakrishna, Shri Budhya
Deb, Shri Jaganath, Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu,
Shri Ramakrishna, Shri Pareshnath,
Shri Tirthankara, Shri Guru Nanak etc. Some
Spiritual Persons/Gods created some powerful Gods
and Goddesses through sexual activities. As an
Example God Shiva, who was the King of Kailash
Parbat and throughout the years and years was on
Joga/ Sadhana of Soul. And become so powerful
strong Person-God that He could transfer his power
to Ravana who was worshiping Shri Shiva later on
made that Shri Shiva his captive and whenever
Ravana moving for conquer he used to carry
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Shri Shiva on his shoulder. However, Shri Shiva told
to Ravana that if he keeps Shri Shiva for any reason
on the land he would not be able to pull him out from
that place. Ravana was under tremendous urinal
pressure and he has to keep him on Deoghar Land,
now in Jharkhand State, is the First Shiva Temple
in India. There is another story about the Stone Image
of Sri Shiva. ‘MAA-Pārbati’ wife of Shri Shiva,
was daughter of Janak, Maharaja of Himalaya.
‘MAA- Pārbati’ was worshiping Shri Shiva. One day
when she was in the Kailash Sarobar with her friends
for taking bath, Shri Shiva nearby was in inanimate
condition in Joga/Sadhana on one mountain. Shri
Shiva suddenly got wake up when some women were
taking bath with high volume sounding games. Shri
Shiva’s Sex excitement awakened his penis, which he
extended long towards those women, and those who
were looking to the long penis started loud utterance
expressing joy but MAA-Pārbati inserted that Penis in
her Bush. Latter on MAA-Pārbati’s friend groups cut
that Penis. The first Image of Shri Shiva in Deoghar
Temple.
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Throughout the country on Shri Shiva Day people
are worshiping this image sacredly so that they get
same power like Shri Shiva.
Now Author’s queries why religious fundamentalists
should kill Mahatma Gandhi who arrived in this
country as God to establish Humanity with secularity
without violence. And why world famous painter, M.
F. Husain has to leave his country for not doing any
crime but for making his own thinkable Goddess’s
Image. It is wrong Fatwa when we can worship the
Image of our Shri Shiva-God Image and/or Stone
made Image.
2.

Muslim’s Islamic Religion in ‘Quran’ &
Christian Religion in ‘Bible’
Both the religions are accepted by each other very
friendly. Moreover both the Religions are merciful and
they believe God will punish them for their crime. Now
in India also Religious harmony extended in marital
relation with each other Love. Moreover, India is a
Secular Democratic Country. God Christ direct from
Mother Marry sacrificed himself for the cause of
peace and humanity.
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Prophet, Hazarat Muhammad, illiterate cannot
read and write anything but Angel, messenger of Allah
(Almighty) bestowed Allah’s Prophecy through
Prophet’s versions in ‘Quran’. There is no direct
punishment announced like ‘Fatwa’ to any one for any
crime but left on Allah who will decide. We should not
encourage any Fundamentalists’ Group to create
terrorism in the Society creating inhuman crimes. Author
feels all-religious Heads-Pundits’, Gurus, Imams,
Moulabis, and Fathers; jointly conduct one Convention
to instigate/inspire to all religious people to conduct
prayer everyday to strengthen their brainpower and to
gain the following benefits of Health and Mind:
1. Improved ‘Immune Function’
2. Reduced risk of death from heart attack and stroke
3. Reduced stress and increased peace of mind
4. Reduction and Elimination of panic attacks, anxiety
and depression
5. Reduced impacts from chronic pain
6. A more positive, happy out-look on ‘Life’
7. A healthier, longer, more fulfilled ‘Life’
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In addition, of above prayers we should invite them to
attend Temples, Gurdwaras, Churches, Mosques and
other any religious Places on various occasions
announcing any auspicious Day celebration through
broadcasting channels. For all these we should insist
Government to take over all the Religious Places and set
up one BDO office to manage the situation. By this,
Income will increase and everybody will get good job so
that idle brain will not choose any criminal jobs. In view
of the above Author feels that the ‘Fatwa’ announced
for Writers, Taslima Nasrin & Salman Rushdie can
be withdrawn. Author feels that if Government passes
the Bill for taking over all the Clubs, Religious Places
can remove all Terrorists set-ups moving door to door
from Block label to District label by giving them
employment through Mobile Employment Exchange and
Broad Casting Media Channel for overall development
of 60% BPL categories of people then ‘MAA. MATI &
MANUSH’ Society is established. Once the above
Society is established then unlimited democratic
rights of 40% peoples can be synchronized for
stopping
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their Nepotism and Anarchism in the Society over
60% BPL Categories of people.
N. B: 1. His Highness/Her Highness! Presently in
the Burgeon Ruling Platform yours unlimited
democratic rights for 20% Burgeon people & 20%
APL People-(Middle Class), (presently
Government fixed up their Minimum Annual
Income Rs.7 lakh 50 Thousand per annum) ruling
over 60% BPL Categories of people cannot control
Price Index. In the Captioned Book, Author
suggested in the Price Index Chapter profit margin 3
to 4 times in MRP Price on factory rate should be
reduced and fresh cultivated products in retail m arkets
charging more than 100% to 200% profits should be
reduced after addition of transportation charges. In the
Shopping Mall retail-prices are more than in the open
retail market price. Moreover, in Whole Sale Mall fresh
cultivated products’ rate is more than Open Retail
Market. Authorstrongly condemns Governments’
Emergency Food Bill for poor people. This is another
deception to the 60% BPL Categories of people.
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You are well aware that Governments’ Fair Price Shop
is very much-corrupted unit in the Society. This is only
for Government’s own Party dominated States for
election campaign and those people benefitted will earn
extra money by selling in the market on high rate. In
addition Governments’ distribution bureaucratic system
is dangerously corrupted unit in the Burgeon Ruling
Platform. Our Country is Second Largest Populated
Country. And our. Government is trying to implement all
systems of World King whose population is 1/3rd of our
Country’s Population. Implementation of your Financial
Expertise may get rewarded in the country of World
King, which will boost up status of 20% Burgeon
people & 20% APL People-(Middle Class People),
to increase corruption, terrorism etc. in the Country. In
the Sixth Edition of the Captioned Book suggested
100% Education, 100% Employment and 100%
Health Care by implementing Self Government
Systems in Gram Panchayat and in the City. For
this we have to arrange National Religious
Convention to support Emergency Bill for controlling
all States’ Religious Associations/Institutions and all
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Clubs’ Sports and Cultural activities’ development
under guideline of Central Government. For this, we
have to establish States’ Sena to visit door to door
along with BDO Officer for preparing Bio-Data of
every member of the house for their development. By
this you can find out all terrorists, criminals, unemployed,
illiterates etc. You can include all
these peoples in States’ Sena.
a)Money Market/Share Market: This Market is
only for 20% Burgeon people & 20% APL
categories of Peoples’-(Middle Class People), your
Government’s full-hearted endeavours to boost up their
interest. You are after FDI Investment for higher
Percentage of NAV in Share Market for selling the
shares on higher rate to make them Billionaire. By this
system, 60% BPL categories of people’s calamitous
condition will be deteriorating as per details given below:
b) Share Market under control of SEBI which again
under control of ‘A’ Group of companies’ leadership
for manipulating/speculating under guideline of Reliance
Group, Financial King of our Country. This King is
continuously satisfying the Government’s Kings, all
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Bureaucrats, Ministers, etc. through all ‘A’ Group of
companies by giving their own shares at lowest price so
that the same shares can be sold in Boom period. In
exchange they are dictating the Government to pass the
Bill for extra ordinary power to SEBI. So that SEBI
can interfere in all other non-member companies’
business affairs registered under Companies Act and
with Incorporation Certificate of Ministry of Corporate
Affairs including authority to collect money from public
against deposit Certificate, Debenture Certificate and
Redeemable Preference Share Certificate when FDI
investment is not responding. Next this SEBI with its
self-styled with approved power started sending notice
to the various Registered Limited Companies and
incorporated with Ministry of Corporate Affairs not to
collect any deposit from Public and all collected amount
to refund to Public. Due to this notice lakhs of 60% of
BPL Categories of people are starving for nonreceipt of their monthly return for long period. And
seizing their Banks’ Accounts and utilising in the
money markets through Banks earning crores of
Rupees. You are well aware that your entire
Indian Democracy 21
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Bureaucratic systems and your Ministry level are
corrupted like no bodies business as per daily News
Paper Reports. During UPA Government’s under
Finance Ministry as per News Paper Report there was
one white paper came out for 2G Scam and other
various Scams linked with your Finance Minister’s name
which with craftiness method the matter got clean chit.
This Ministry’s I.T. Department under the table clearing
all disputes every day. In Author’s case having Nil
Return Holder forgot to claim TDS refund but with the
help of subordinate with I.T.O.’s approval Author got
his refund as per Credit shows in the Book of his Pan
No. as per normal procedure by giving cash 10% to
15%. Another Case of his with one Advocate who was
torturing Author for huge undue cash and Author has
given one detailed letter to C.I.T. enforcement
Department for the said Advocate whose yearly Income
nearly to Rs. Fifty Lakh, copy attached in the captioned
Book.
N.B:-2. Sirs/Madams! If we recollect the
Patriarch of CPM Party’s confession in the year 2000
of the TV Channel that their Party could not
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establish socialistic pattern of Society while taking over
the reign of this State of West Bengal due to Selfcentered Power Crazy mentality which could not over
turn the existing Burgeon ruling Platform of 20%
Burgeon people & 20% APL (Middle Class
People). Present West Bengal Government Party,
TMC took reign of this State by changing Slogan
“Maa, Maati and Manush” on the same Burgeon
ruling Platform instead this Slogan should be
“Maa, Maati and Manush for 20% Burgeon
people & 20% APL (Middle class People). As per

TOI’s Report after long periods’ hunger Strike with
God Blessings present Supreme Queen could win
the 2010 West Bengal General Election and took the
oath in front of Governor before wearing the crown.
Thereafter for long occupancy in the present heir to
the Throne ‘SQ’ gone to Indira Bhavan to meet
CPM’s Patriarch, London Barrister to get advice for
keeping the throne for indefinite period like God
Rama went to Ravana at his Bed of ending life for
administrative method.
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The said CPM’s Patriarch advised without support
of 40% Burgeon people no one can continue to be
on the Throne without publicity of the King/Queen
through media, poster with Image, deception by
disguise to the public and making all cadres
millionaire for the above publicity. All corporation
activities are done by local unemployed people
under contractor/cadres for very nominal salary of
net Rs.6000/- to Rs.8000/- plus PF, Esic. All these
contractors are sharing with the Government 60/40
ratio. On receipt of Author’s 6th Edition Book
Supreme Queen called all Bureaucrats and taken
left and right to stop minting money by unfair
means. But after few days all Bureaucrats united
and convince Supreme Queen by saying that they
are the Independent Authority under British
Calcatta Corporation Act 1876 who can fulfill the
money requirement for Supreme Kings/Queens as
parallel Government. Simple example at the time of
over bridge construction in Salt Lake one Delhi
Party has given Rupees Five Lakh to all concerned
Executives as per TOI Report. To remove corruption
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and it is only possible to abolish the British
Calcatta Corporation Act. Then only Kolkata can
be remade as London City having same
Geographical back ground implementing digital
system of administration, finance and judicial
activities. Presently Self Centered Power crazy
Queen is torturing all BPL categories of people,
Celebrities, dignitaries for supporting Her Highness
and for chanting with her Cadres the Vague Slogan’Maa, Maati and Manush’ for 40% Burgeon
People. For example: - 1. Mother, Mahasveta
Devi, eminent writer and recipient of Jnanpith
Award & Raman Megasaysay Award who gave
Foreword for the captioned Book has been thrown
out from her Rajdanga own constructed building on
the Plot given by earlier Government for her
contribution in the society for distressed people
through her literature declaring by the present
Government as unauthorised construction and
Mother, Mahasevta Devi vacated the building and
shifted to her Golf Green Flat. When there was a
hue and cry in the society, present Queen
Indian Democracy 25
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Mother and sent a car to pick up the 90 years old
bed ridden Mother from her Golf Green Flat for
reading one self-appreciation Note written by
Queen from the Esplanade Dias to the few lakhs
supporters of Queen’s Party’s Meeting to express
sensitiveness. Thereafter when Mother’s illness
condition deteriorating day by day the Queen
arranged hospitalisation in Belvedere Hospital,
Mintu Park. Later on after demise of Mother Present
Government has converted the Rajdanga Building as
Sangrahalay inscribing outside of the Building the
Image of Mahasevta Devi.
2. Author of the captioned Book having Certificate
of below poverty level from Councilor of Kolkata
Municipal Corporation, ward No.................... for
Magistrate, 24 parganas (S) could not get auction
done for the attached property from the Certificate
Department. Author has written one complaint
against Certificate Officer, Dy. Collector giving full
details of their harassments and physical torture to
Handicap, below poverty level Author addressed to
District Magistrate, which also running almost three
Indian Democracy 26
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All leaders/Ministers are busy to keep their Power
intact by arranging Funds in corrupt way and/or by
unfair means engaging all Bureaucrats,
Cadres/Workers to meet the Party’s expenditures, and
presently all Governments’ offices, Administrative,
Financial, and Judicial etc. to arrange funds from publics.
And few thousand crores lying unused surplus funds to
be sent for development of villages where Panchayet
Election is nearing.
4. Now as per Author’s advice and appealed to all
political parties joining together to make one new Third
Front Group jointly to take the reign of this Country
and the States for betterment of 60% BPL Categories
of people. Presently the Queen of this State confirmed
after UK visit that she is the only Royal British successor
who is maintaining British autocratic administration
torturing 60% BPL Categories of people, Celebrities/
dignitaries and taking complete Law in her control.
Considering similarity of London City’s Geographical
and environmental equation ‘SB’ suggested remodeling
of Kolkata City should give special Priority as per
elaborate detailed statement given below to make
Indian Democracy 27
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1.Road construction, cleaning, Sewage system,
Maintenance etc.:
A) Road Construction:
Road should be eclipse type i.e. from middle with little
high sloping to both side by asphalt mixtures and after
roller application sufficient extra thick Coal Tar should
be applied so that water stagnant will not be there and
stone chips will not come out when vehicles are
runningon the Road. For maintenance, there should be
permanent maintenance Workshop in every
Constituency and all employed technicians will conduct
the maintenance works instead of contractors who are
the main source to manage huge amount of extra cash
money. All political cadres/workers required to be
employed in the Block level to supervise the every
maintenance works in the Block.
B) Drainage, Cleaning, and Sewage system:
All open drainages should be shield by 100" dia
concrete CS Pipes, and then build up new shopping mall
on the shield area to shift all city hawkers/temporary
shopkeepers from pavement. The same 100" dia
concrete CS Pipes would be laid down into
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the depth sea to the extent of few kilometers away.
Entire drainage water and sewage system would be
pumped out to the sea through the concrete CS Pipe
Line. There should be both side drainage systems on
the Road. Road cleaning would be done by water
hosepipe attaching with the river water pipe line Tap
installed on the roadside early in the morning. There
should be HDP/concrete made garbage storage Box
installed with the every Electric Light Post where the
people will put their home garbage packet. Garbage Van
will come to collect garbage from the storage Box. All
employed Cadres/Workers should be alert to stop
unloading all civil materials on the Roadside.
C) Drinking Water: All employed Cadres/Workers
should check all the damaged Taps/Valves where
continuous wastage of water flowing. After repairing
Cadres/workers should arrange waterline inside the
hutment/Flat so that those people need
not put queue on the Roadside for collecting drinking
water.
D) Slum Dwellers: To remove slum dwellers/hawkers
from both side of the Railway Line running through City,
Indian Democracy 29
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we should cover the Line by constructing multi-storied
building for shop keepers and slum dwellers.
E)International standard Multi-Storied Inter-State
Bus Terminus from Esplanade to Babu Ghat area:
This Terminus will have the following facilities:i) Basement:
a) Local city buses & Inter-State Buses along with
Petrol Pumps & small maintenance Work shop,
b) Various Fast-Food Canteens, Medical Shops &
Clinics and Gift Articles Shops.
ii) Ground Floor:
a) Side Corner for Reserve Buses, Car Parking, &
Fast-Food Canteens
b) Middle Portion reserved for Seminars, PoliticalParties Meetings and for any Grand Celebrations on
chargeable basis for all
c) If Government can arrange its own TV Channel
then all sorts of publicity, announcements can stop
all processions and Slogans.
iii) First Floor & Second Floor: Both for Shopping
Mall for bringing all central Kolkata’s
Hawkers and temporary shop keepers.
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F) Ganga River:
a) To make few bridges from Barackpore to
Diamond Harbour for interlink Metro rail across
River in Western Side.
b) Below the bridges there will be Station for High
Speed small AC/Non AC double Decker
Steamer with Canteen and Bath/WC facility to
be launched from Barackpore to Diamond
Harbour.
SPECIAL NOTE FOR:1.SUPREME KING OF PARLIAMENT, ( NAME CHANGED–
PRIME MINISTER/ PRADHAN SEVAK):

In the earlier edition Book from 153 page to 171
page Script for all political parties Author has
described your origin as incarnation of God
Mahatma Gandhi inspired by Swami Vivekanda
2. FOR SWACHHA BHARAT AND ROJGAR YOJANA
In earlier Edition of the captioned Book the Author has
suggested for Infrastructure Tax from 20%
Burgeon people. But your utmost efforts to increase
the profit you are implementing 7th Pay Commission’s
report for increase of 24% basic salary and linked
other benefits-DA, House Rent Allowance total
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increase of 36% approx. for all bureaucrats to remove
corruptions. This increase will make few lakhs rupees
disappear from Govt. Treasury. Now if we come back
to the above subject we should depute all bureaucrats
around all Railway Stations and all whole sale/ retail
market areas 24 hours with digital camera will get few
crores poor people moving, begging, sleeping at night
creating dirty atmosphere should be picked up and put
them in rehabilitation camp with various jobs/works in
increase of 36% approx. for all bureaucrats to remove
corruptions. This increase will make few lakhs rupees
disappear from Govt. Treasury. Now if we come back
to the above subject we should depute all bureaucrats
around all Railway Stations and all whole sale/ retail
market areas 24 hours with digital camera will get few
crores poor people moving, begging, sleeping at night
creating dirty atmosphere should be picked up and put
them in rehabilitation camp with various jobs/works in
agricultural fields, cottage/small scale industries in all
states to make the country SWACHHA BHARAT WITH
ROJGAR YOJANA.
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3.REMOVAL OF CORRUPTION

In this democratic country to remove corruption is
impossible task. Present Government policy to increase
profit in all respect for FDI (First Develop India) by
inviting foreign investments, automation, reducing
personnel strength by lay off, etc. As per Manufacturing
Cost Analysis personnel cost has been taken 35% initially
but for maximum profit motive reduced that cost
implementing above said method. Next for marketing
which was done earlier by manufacturers themselves but
the same marketing job has been given in various series
of agencies method and with highly media publications
keeping their own profit intact. And accordingly price of
commodities gone so high due to increase of profits by
series of agencies which ultimately affected Government
to remove corruption increasing pay scale of 20%
Burgeon people and 20% APL Categories of people
which more than ten times in compare with 60% BPL
Categories of people. Practically increase of Price
Indextaking care by increasing Dearness Allowance
automatically. Foregoing paragraphs in Part-I, Author has
given new title of all Government Executives as
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Revenue Cancer Patients. Now they are utilising all
most all 60% BPL Categories of people through their
coercive method by cheating, looting, terrorising,
extortion, etc. for earning extra income. Recently your
Supreme Court approved for Legal Aid for Middle
Income Group of whose annual income up to Rs.7.5
lakh rupees but in the captioned Book Author has
suggested for Revenue Cancer Patients. Now they
are utilising all most all 60% BPL Categories of people
through their coercive method by cheating, looting,
terrorising, extortion, etc. for earning extra income.
Recently your Supreme Court approved for Legal Aid
for Middle Income Group of whose annual income
up to Rs.7.5 lakh rupees but in the captioned Book
Author has suggested for and also on final hearing
advocate will demand Rs.5000/- hardly for 1 or 2 minutes
but President in Consumer Forum already decided to
pass the Judgment Order with no cost against
Complainant, plus printing/xerox of various documents
and expenses few thousands rupees to be paid by the
legal aided BPL Certificate holder. As per Advocate
statement all charges and advocates fees will be refunded/
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paid after completion of the settlement of the Case which
is at the mercy of King/ Queen and/or passing
Infrastructure Tax Bill in Parliament from rupees 5
lakh and above from 5% to 20% for 100% Education,
100% Employment and 100% Health Care for 60%
BPL Categories of people. In West Bengal, below Rs.
36000/- annual income people does not get every legal
aid even after obtaining Below Poverty Level Certificate.
But Assigned Advocates for legal aid will charge his/her
fees Rs100/- to Rs.150/- and all charges for making
petition Rs. 500/- to Rs.1000/- Judge. In the captioned
Book, Author has suggested for constituting BDO Office
in every Block of every Ward to make bio-data of every
individual from 18 years to below 60 years of every house
for giving them service if unemployed in ‘State Sena’
constituting under control of Central Government
transferable every six months in other wards of all districts
and/or in other states. This will help Government to stop
all unionism in all organisations and in all educational
institutions for fastest developments including internal and
external security in the country and in all states. And also
for 60% BPL categories of people for 100% education,
.
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100% employment & 100% health care. Reservation will
be only 50% for OBC and 50% for women in the ratio of
70% for son of the soil and 30% for others as suggested in
Part-I of this Book. Government should select all other
reservations from 50% OBC and 50% women as per merit
basis only so that higher graded income group should not
avail such reservation as per old reservation system. We
cannot ignore higher cast people who also have
become below poverty level to get relief for legal aid,
education, employment and health care. These 60%
BPL Category of people cannot move out from their
home for long distant by rail since rail fare increased almost
double. Latest development of FDI (First Developed
India) Business benefits utilised by all Bureaucrats and
Executives including increase of salary and DA due to Price
Index. They are also earning huge cash money through
APL & BPL categories of people by issuing licenses,
sanctioning plans, refunding awarded amount etc. Latest
development of FDI (First Developed India) Business
benefits utilised by all Bureaucrats and Executives including
increase of salary and DA due to Price Index. They are
also earning huge cash money through
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APL & BPL categories of people by issuing licenses,
sanctioning plans, refunding awarded amount etc. With
this huge cash they are enjoying their life lavishly, purchasing
Flats and for evading rental tax giving wife’s Aadhar Card
number instead of his own Aadhar Card number.
Government introducing Rojger Jojana, Ujjala Jojana,
Nibas Jojana, Aushman Medical Jojana etc. for 75
Crores-60% BPL how many terms of 5 years Parliament
and State Session. Is it not a deception/chicanery to
the 60% BPL Categories of people? Author appeals
to all 40% Rich/Richest persons donate some money to
Prime Minister A/c for fulfillment of all the above noted
Jojanas from their own personal assets and properties
keeping some minimum balance for next generation for
the sake of 75 Crores-60% BPL Categories of people
after giving all Parties Fund. Builders, Developers,
Promoters etc. are dealing with cash only. Categories
of people, for how many years and/or All I.T. Executives,
CBI Executives, Enforcement Directorates and other
Investigators’ Executives should use detector Machine
to find out Cash in all business communities House, all
Leaders’ house all Bureaucratic/Executives House.
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It is definite no body can carry any
particle while on eternal journey.
4. 100% UTILISATION OF PEOPLE
“EVERY INDIVISUAL HAS GOT IN-BUILT SPIRITUAL
POWER IN HUMAN BRAIN, EXTRA ORIDINERY COMPUTER
POWER. THIS SUPER POWER IS CONTROLED BY MIND
WHICH IS DEVELOPED BY PERSEVERANCE,
ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL CULTURE, CHOICE OF FRIENDS’
CIRCLE WITH YOGA, MEDITATION ETC. NEXT THIS
POWER ENTER IN THE HEART/‘ATMA’ WHICH IS VERY
SOFT AND IMMORTAL, AT THE END TRANSFORMED INTO
‘PARAM-ATMA’ OR MOVE IN THE AIR.”

Sir!
Idle Brain Devil Workshop and if 100% utilised then you
will find number of scientists and other various
celebrities are around you to make your visions same as
Mahatma Gandhi’s visions success. Your global Egovernance systems definitely will dig out corruptions
details across the country especially in all Bureaucrats
and Political Leaders, Author has named them Revenue
Cancer Patients’ for whom you are increasing their pay
scale. Current World population is 7.3 billion and
India
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alone is in Second Position-1.26 billion population
where 11 millions are Senior Citizens. Out of Total
Population 40% Burgeon People and APL People
with 60% BPL Categories of people whose
calamitous condition, cannot keep money in Bank
because interest earned is getting squired up by banks
charges, PF pension also reducing, they cannot go to
share market, they are starving. If Author’s SelfGovernment systems shown in Part-I of this Book
introduced from Block label to District label 60% BPL
Categories people can live with comfortable life.
Many Scientists believe that Earth has got
maximum capacity of carrying 9/10 billion people.
The constraints of biosphere are fixed. Availability
of drinking water and food that Earth can supply or
produce limiting factors to support population. If all
population turned to vegetarian leaving nothing or
little for live stocks, the present 1.4 billion hectares
of availed land estimated can support about 10
billion people. We should educate people to change
food habits to non-vegiterian products and sacrifies
for poor people donating their extra income.
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Now Author request to read below mentioned
attachment of Global Hunger Index, India has become
in the Rank of developing countries, the third highest
score for malnutrition food and voluntary starvation
because Prime Minister/Pradhan Sevak’s mission ‘First
Develop India’ for 20% Burgeon People and 20%
APL (Middle Class) but to take support from 60%
BPL Categories of people we should utilise/engage
100% to abstain them from becoming Terrorists,
Mao-Badi, Beggar, committing suicide finding no
other alternative etc. because we are not bothering
for finding for welfare of 60% BPL categories of
people for their 100% Education, 100%
Employment, and 100% Health Care as per
Constitution and Human Rights Act. At the end
Author’s Humble Prayer to all Political Parties to unite
and support the present Global National Leader for
development of establishing actual/real Maa, Mati and
Manush Society from Block level to District level
implementing foregoing systems given in the above
mentioned Captioned Book leaving behind Power
capturing mentality for becoming British Royal King/
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Your Highness,
Smt. Mamata Banerjee,
Honourable Chief Minister of West Bengal,
30B, Harish Chatterjee Street,
Kolkata -700026
Respected Madam,
SUB: “EVOLUTION OF HUMAN BEINGS AND SOCIETY”
EDITION- OCTOBER, 2018
“PREAMBLE OF THE CONSTITITION OF INDIA”:
“WE THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly resolved

to constitute India into a SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST
SECULAR DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to
all its citizens: JUSTICE, social, economic and
political; LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief,
faith and worship; EQUALITY of status and of
opportunity; and to promote among them all
FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual
and the unity and integrity of the Nation”.
All political parties’ leaders in democratic country
when elected by the people, of the people and for the
people with absolute 2/3rd majority and selected one
member takes the oath in front of Governor before
wearing the crown as Prime Minister for the entire
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Country and as Chief Minister for the State. Prime
Minister is the Supreme Commander/Prime Minister/
King/Queen of the Country and Chief Minister is the
Supreme Commander/Chief Minister/King/Queen of the
State. Central Governments and State Governments for
execution as per Constitution and Law Supreme King/
Queen appoint Bureaucrats in Administration, Finance
and for Judicial Sectors appoints Chief Justice/Justices,
Judicial Magistrate etc. with number of advocates which
formed Law Board. All Bureaucrats are Public Servants
who should take care of all peoples. But in this State all
bureaucrats are servants of Supreme Commander of the
Government because their Service, Salary, Promotion
etc. are decided by the Supreme Commander. They
receive Appeal/Complaint from the peoples and forward
immediately to the concerned Department and when
People wants to meet again to know the outcome of the
Appeal/Complaint which remain pending for years
together are not permitted to meet. Reason Supreme
King/Queen keeps them busy for accomplishment of
King/Queen’s instructions. In West Bengal Judicial
Sector’s Law Board is under control of the present
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Queen advising advocates for performing injustices to
the victims/poor people as per Author’s look out.
Before wearing the crown as Chief Minister for the State
of West Bengal we must discuss about your struggles
viz: slogan, procession, 26 days hanger strike and when
earlier Government declared 144 for stopping all
procession you directed all cadres to break the 144 and
the earlier Governments’ Forces killed 27 cadres and
after becoming state Queen every year you are
celebrating martyrdom gathering at Dharamtala Maidan,
Kolkata. Now you are establishing ‘Maa, Mati, Manush
Society for 40% Burgeon people encircled with your
cadres, councillors, ministers and becoming Billionaire
by sucking Blood of 60% BPL Categories of people.
Illustrated examples are given below:
From the above mentioned Book and reproducing
public opinion about your advertisement and publicity of
your international fame as ‘Bishay Kanya’ putting your
Image in every placard at gali, Park, road, building wall
and across the State same as BSP Queen of UP State
earlier years back. As per Forbs’ Magazine she had
achieved 200 billion rupees assets and properties in her
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possession. When public noticed your Image in Blood
donation Placard they sympathised and saying that the
Queen must be suffering from Thalasamia but presently
Queen’s Image is not appearing in that Blood Donation
Circular. Queen is absolute honest but public opinion
says her related MP has established one Self Enterprise
Company registered possibly under KMC Act 1876
established by British Regime, Parallel Government with
State Government which is extreme powerful corrupted
Government for financing State Government.
As per public opinion presently the related MP’s
Company made an arrangement with all the State
Government’s Establishments-Administrative, Financial
and Judicial Sectors that all Executives, staffs, all cadres,
councillors, Boroughs’ Chairman next to Commissioner,
Supreme Commander of Kolkata Corporation to collect
cash as Agents compulsory monthly twice from retail
business men, private Hospitals, small scale Industrialists
etc. for making 60% payments including PF, ESIC etc.
to unskilled labourers, cleaners, and all subordinate
stuffs and complete advertisements, publicity etc. and
balance 40% cash collection deposited to the Banks
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opening accounts as individual Agents’ name controlled
by one signatory and nobody will demand for
Government’s services. There are rumours that this
Company has already become billionaire and all others
are becoming millionaires. Author has visited West
Bengal South End and North End and confirmed
Agency commission businesses are flourishing and
suppressed volcano will outburst within few months.
After winning “Biswa Kanya” titled Shield you
have confirmed that you are another successor of
‘Queen Victoria’. As per British regime by submitting
created circumstantial evidences through 75% support
of Law Board Members giving them full right to earn
Extortionate money from complainants and BPL
Categories of people. Next every Ward Councillor will
visit Advocates’ Chambers every month and will collect
cash for their own salary and party’s publicity. Presently
you have removed Humanity from your Mental
Dictionary to suppress all 60% BPL Categories of
people by not issuing BPL Certificates for not keeping
any record of malnutrition victims for not giving them
minimum source of income for their livelihood. And
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especially for Author who is BPL Certificate Holder with
Electronically IT Return under mentioned 5 cases
instructing all Legal Aided advocates to extend the SR
date and/or to keep file in missing stage. Among those 5
cases, some are Consumers Forums cases and others
are Criminal cases and Recovery suit. Accordingly all
cases are extending for 5 to 6 months. Mostly all cases
are assigned to panelled legal aided Advocates whom
Author has to pay Rs.100/- to Rs.200/- fees every
hearing cases, for preparing petition separate fees
Rs.200/- to Rs.500/-. Some examples: after two
summons Police did not return the Case File No.
Jadavpur P.S. ..........S Bhattacharya to the Record Room
and on hearing date on ......... File is missing and to trace
out the File Peshkar is telling to the Complainant to write
a letter to RTI.
Your British awarded “Biswa Kanya” titled Shield
empowered you not to follow the Constitutional
LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and
worship as mentioned in the above “PREAMBLE OF
THE CONSTITITION OF INDIA”.
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1. You have given instructions to all Publishers that all
Books should be sent to Kolkata Sahitya Academy
Centre for verification and editing for example
mentioned below:a)The Author’s Book after taking 100% money without
giving Agreement and publishing of ......... Edition Book”Evolution of Human Beings and Society” did not
publish the said Book, reason that publisher was
Government publisher and Kolkata Sahitya Academy
has not given clearance. After 3 years of full payments
Author has filed the case against the publisher for not
publishing the Book during 2016 on ................ Hon’ble
President of District Consumers Forum, Unit-III,
Alipore Kolkata-27 passed the Judgment Order and
dismissed the case with no cost. After that Author has
filed an appeal at Consumers State Commission, West
Bengal, Khadya Bhaban passing Judgment Order
on........... reducing Principal amount of Rs.......... due to
non submission of Receipt which not given by Opponent
Party but cheque amount was encased as per Bank
statement attached. At last on .......... Arrest Warrant has
been issued and next hearing date given ....... Possibly as
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per your instruction to the Alipore Police Station
Publisher will not be arrested like Mr. Sahajahan Khan,
Chairman and Maniging Director of Kolkata Weir
Industries Ltd. Registered Office in Diamond Harbar
against whom non-arrest circular notice given entire
West Bengal Police Stations as per report of other
Investors.
b) Author’s 6th Edition Book-”Evolution of Human
Beings and Society” wherein the Author has included
one Foreword of Mother Mahasveta Devi whom
you made her your Target/victim a Living being as a
sacrifice for giving Foreword in her Letter Head in
Author’s Book. Earlier CPM Party’s Government has
given her one plot in Rajdanga for constructing
Charitable Home for poor people. Your Government
had declared that Plot is illegal and she has to vacate
that house and shifted to her Golf Green Flat. Sever
shock made her permanent Bed ridden at the aged 89
years. In that situation you have taken her at your
Dharamtala Ground to read your own statement through
her voice speech. After coming back to her Flat she had
sever Influenza attack fallen in painful ending life when
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to serve her by admitting at Belvedere Hospital, Mintu
Park where she breathe her last. To commemorate your
inhuman torture to words my Mother Mahasveta
Devi you have shrine shower by inscribing Mother
Mahasveta Devi’s Image outside Wall of Rajdanga
Building rechristened Mother’s ‘Book Sangrahalay’
c) All Ponji Firms created by you made you billionaire
extracting few crores of rupees from those Firms.
All Investors those who deposited their hard earned
money in those Ponji Firms for higher % return, now
they are deprived of getting huge outstanding returns for
the last few years. For an example, the Author of the
captioned Book is receiving inhuman torture for
demanding his outstanding return up to .....................of
.................. awarded by Consumer Forum, Baraipur,
24 Parganas against Consumer Complaint Case No.
......................against M/s Kolkata Weir Industries Ltd.
Registered Office in Diamond Harbar, 24, Parganas (S),
Name of Chairman and Managing Director/Owner
................... having few Hotels, Three Star Ridge Hotel/
Resort and Skylark in Diamond Harbar at Economic
Zone which was inaugurated in the year 2011
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by Mr. ..........., ...............Minister and additional charge
given as Mayor of Kolkata Municipal Corporation.
d) Case No. ..........dated ........., JM of Court No.......,
Alipore against Jyoti Prakash Basu alias Rana, Arabinda
Sarani, Kolkata (North), continues giving SR dates
without considering Complainant’s put up. On ..............
another put up submitted for Arrest warrant next date is
given .................
e) Case No. ....... dated ........... and .............. dated
............ State V/s Responded Pannalal Roy of M/s Roy
Trading Co. through advocate the Responded could
manage to keep the non traceable Case File till ......... in
JM Court No...... next date given on ......... For sending
Arrest Warrant File is missing and Peshkar is insisting
for filling petition to RTI. Present outstanding is more
than Rs,.............../-.
f) Money Suit Case No. ...... dated ......, Judges’ Court
No...... Civil Judge (Senior Division), 3rd Floor, Alipore,
SR date given ...........For the above case matter finding
no alternative with the help of Legal Aid for the recovery
of Rs............/- approximately from Pannalal Roy of M/s
Roy Trading Company. On ................. The judge taken
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decision to send another notice for the full attendance to
dispatch the documents to the respondents’ address.
Next date is given during .............., 2018 for Exparte
Judgment but due to strike on .............. next date given
...................
g) Consumer Complaint No..............of 2014 date:
.........., Judgment Order dated ............. against M/s
Kolkata Weir Industries Ltd. after thirty days
Execution Case No................and when there is no
respond from the Judgment-Debtors, Decree
Holder filled Petition under Section 27 of the CP
Act 1987- MA Case No........... dated ....... enclosing
therewith Schedules Attachment of Immovable
Assets. On ............ President of DCDRF, Baruipur
Order Sheet of Certificate for Recovery of
Awarded Amount addressed to District Magistrate,
24 Parganas (S), Alipore vide Docket No..........-C
dated .........., Certificate Department Case No........
and next on ....... President of DCDRF, Baruipur as
...................of 2017 for Property attachment which
Certificate Department sent
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attachment report but Auction of the attached
property is pending for almost two years since
............ for torturing the Decree Holder. As per
Final Order from DCDRF, Baruipur, 24 Parganas
(S) total outstanding up to ........... comes to Rs........
..........approximately. Brochure of Bridhyashram/
Old-Age-Home already given to District
Magistrate Copies of letters addressed to DM, 24
Parganas (S). Author tried through some influential
person to the related MP but the said influential
person straight way asked for advance of Rs.........
........against to release the aforesaid
amount. Thereafter Author put up Petition to
Human Rights of India, Head Office,.........
.........., Strand Road, Kolkata -700001 for Attn. Sri
............., All India Secretary who had arranged with
the related MP on condition that No.1. Rs..........
donation and position of Chairman, in the
Governing Body Member List in our GO.................
established by Founder Member, Secretary, ...........
for construction of Bridhyashram /Old-Age-Home
and Management Services for Senior Citizens and
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Income Tax Exemption Certificate. The Secretary
has already given advance cash of Rs...................
against demand of Rs....... donation to the all India
Secretary of HRCI and advance Receipt of
membership fees and admission fee for the sum of
Rs. ..........per annum for the year 2017-18.
h) Publisher & Book Sellers/Printer-Bhabiswat, Owner,
Sarup Datta: Author has paid part by part payment of
Rs.1, 05, 000/- last Rs.10,000/- paid on 24.05.2017,
Agreement date is given 26.11.2016 after receipt of first
payment of token money cash of Rs.2000/-. Agreement
written only about two Books of 192 pages and 64
pages 500 each for total amount of Contract One Lakh
only (Rs.1,00,000/-) and verbally told final accounting
will be done after two years. There is no Terms and
Conditions mentioned in the Agreement. Two Books1)”Evolution of Human Beings and Society,PriceRs.250/- 100 pages, Hard Cover Page &”Indian
Democracy” Price Rs.50/- and Hard Cover Page. Mr.
Sarup Datta wanted one New Savings Account in SBI,
Garfa Branch after selling he will deposit the selling
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amount in my New SB A/c number which I have
communicated through Internet and SMS. He confirmed
Kolkata Academy Council will take some books and
across the State Districts’ Books Fair he will sale and
deposit to my Account. Author has paid full money for
publishing the books but he has not given proof reading
for checking the printing and not taken my sanction for
final printing. Author has been given sample 50 free
copies but 45 taken back. I am shocked while checking
the publication page where he has mentioned Publisher
name given Authors name instead of publisher name’Bhabiswat’ and printed name is given Owner’s nameSarup Datta. This is the proof of editing of Kolkata
Academy Centre. These are the above examples of
Anarchism and Nepotism same as ( Dictatorship) in
the Democratic Country.
2. EQUALITY of status and of opportunity; as
mentioned in the above “PREAMBLE OF THE
CONSTITITION OF INDIA” a) Present Queen given
power to all cadres to collect chanda in cash from all
shop keepers, hawkers etc. once or twice in a month
and deposit to any bank opening SB A/c titled as
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various individual agent’s name operating signatory will
be one to be controlled by group leader for making
payment to the Road cleaner and other service
providers 60% of total collection for salary, PF and
ESIC amounting total Rs.6000/- to Rs.8000/- balance
40 % will be distributed among the cadres as
commission. These people cannot make any complain/
grievances for demanding more money to maintain the
full requirements of all family members.
b) Councilors and Boroughs’ Chairman will collect from
all Big Business Establishments including all Private Big
Hospitals for maintaining party’s advertisements/publicity
and their commission.
c) Commissioner of Kolkata, all Ministers will collect
commission from all Industrialists and Business Tycoons
to build up their Assets and Properties like Millionaire
and Billionaire.
d) Your Muscle Power keeping intact you have given
power to Clubs, captured all Unions in all academicals
Institutions, in all Film Industries etc. And torturing,
humiliating all celebrities and dignitaries’ showing your
power of Biswa Kanya titled Shield arranged from
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e) Your inhuman torture towards 60% BPL Categories
of people giving details as under:
1) Health Care: Out of 6.97 Crores 4.18 Crores-60%
are BPL Categories people and we have only 3 or 4
Government Hospitals in Kolkata where people are
rushing from all districts of entire state for curing
numerous diseases for free treatment. 67% discount on
prescribed costliest medicine definitely arranged with
medicines manufacturers by increasing MRP Price @
68%. This agreed % Author has checked with local
Medicines Shop while trying to exchange with other
medicines but the Shop Keeper refused to give the
exchange saying your medicine is 68% increased price
as per sample shown of one script arranged by Didi with
the Medicine Manufacturers and they cannot exchange.
Patients get tired standing on the queue for hours
together and pathological tests time get closed. Patients
are coming by trains/buses from long distance
completing half day or full day journey. But you are
writing on Hospital Wall that ‘SUSWASTHA TE SABAR
AAGE BANGLA’. Photograph attached. Why not taking
help from Central Government for introducing Aushman
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medical Jojana, Rojgar Jojana, Nibas Jojana etc.
Remove agency commission business depriving BPL
Categories of People’s normal comfortable Income.
2. Human Rights of India: (Central & State) Author has
become Member since ......... by paying Rs........ And
also was attended in Seminar arranged in one Police
Station near .............., West Medinipur where ....
..........(Central) and Mrs Sharmistha Dhar (West Bengal
State) was present and I have given a copy of my Book.
On humanitarian ground Author has given few
Economical cases including settled outstanding of
Rs.1............- from M/s Kolkata Weir Industries Ltd.
Mr. .........., All India Secretary of Human Rights ......
who arranged with Mr. Abhisek Banerjee that on
condition Author has to give rupees three lakhs
donation, one lakh advance to Mr. ........, Human Rights
.........of India and Position of Chairman in the Governing
Body list of NGO-...............” whose Founder Secretary
is Author, ............a. Mr. .........a, BPL Certificate Holder
could arranged Rs..........taking loan of Rs.;...........from
Kabliwala keeping Guarantor, one Builder and balance
from Mr. ............, one NGO Cheater. Here Author has
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discovered Humanity is available on payment of Fees
and donation, not free. No mercy for BPL Certificate
Holder like this State.
3. Out of 6.97 Crores population 46% Muslim
Population. One of my friend sent one script in my Face
Book copied from one News Paper-‘JOGASANKHA’
about your statement in one Sanghati Dibas Auditorium
on 7th December, 2017 that you don’t believe ‘Hindu
Dharma’, Xerox Copy of the Script attached herewith.
But your inhuman torture to all 60% BPL Categories of
people where maximum are from 46% Muslim religious
people if any day you visit all Hospitals.
Your Highness,
Swami Vivekananda wrote “Each soul is potentially
divine”. The goal is to manifest this divinity within by
controlling nature, external and internal. He said “the
essence of religion is strength”. Strength is greater than
religion. The religion does not infuse strength in to heart.
SWACHHATA in Kolkata could be changed if Author’s
Technical Analysis given in the 17 pages Script for ALL
POLITICAL PARTIES. Corporation allowing all Builders /
Developers to store all building materials in both sides
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of High way and morning fish/vegetables marketing etc.
on cash down to Corporation. Author’s humble prayer
to you to be kind enough to get at least Rs.17, 48, 000/awarded amount of Kolkata Weir Industries Ltd. in this
week to start construction of Bridhyshram in our 9.1/2
Cottahs of land. Copy of Brochure attached. Also
request to allow Mr. Abhisekh Banerjee to fill up the
Membership Form duly filled and signed attaching all
documents with two
photographs for incorporating his name in our Governing
Body List as Chairman. Also request to send one
Authorisation Letter on his Letter Head as per sample
copy attached.
Kind regards.
Yours respectfully
Encl:
1. Copy of letter to ALL POLITICAL PARTIES WHOM SO
EVER IT MAY CONCERN

2. Reference of Book- “EVOLUTION OF HUMAN BEINGS
AND SOCIETY”

3. Brochure of Bridhyshram/OLd-Age-home
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c. c. to:1. Hon’ble Chief Justice of Supreme Court
2. Hon’ble Chief Justice of High Court of West
Bengal
3. Hon’ble President of India
4. Hon’ble Prime Minister of India
5. Hon’ble Governor of West Bengal
6. Hon’ble Chief Ministers of all States.
7. Human Rights Council of India.
8. Hon’ble Chief Election ommissioner,
Note:
Kindly send the cheque of Rs.17, 48, 000/- in favour of
Sukhamay Bhattacharya to Mr. Chandra Sekhar Dey,
All India Secretary of Human Rights Council of India, 5
Clive House, Strand Road, Kolkata-700001 on/or
before this week for deleting this letter from the file.
Sukhamay Bhattacharya will keep one post dated
cheque of Rs. 3, 00,000/- donation with Mr. Chandra
Sekhar Dey of HRCI.
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Hon’bl Chief Justice of India,
Supreme Court of India,
Tilak Marg, New Delhi- 110001
SUB: TENTH EDITION OF “EVOLUTION OF HUMAN
BEINGS AND SOCIETY”

Sir,
Enclosed the above mentioned Captioned Books
incorporating one Script-”FOR ALL POLITICAL PARTIES
WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN’.

This Book includes one foreword of Mother,
Mahasweta Devi, recipient of Jnanpith and Raman
Magsaysay Award, which has been affixed with
PREFACE. As per knowledge and observation of the
Author of the Captioned Book clarified that British
Ruler did hand over the dynasty of our country to one of
their pet Indian family members dividing into two parts
as India and Pakistan. Very cunningly, the British Ruler
did hand over the reign of our country to their pets
dividing into two parts as India and Pakistan. But well
before at the time of discussion and negotiation, Father
of the undivided Nation, Bapu Mahatma Gandhi
objected saying that the Netaji Subhash Chandra
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who should take over the reign of this country.
While handing over the reign of this country to their pet
Indian family member the British Ruler advised not to
change the British law and ‘Divide and Rule Policy’
keeping alive all the religious fundamentalism, casteism,
tribal backward class, etc. to keep the dynasty under
own and/or successors’ control forever. Likewise fourth
generation of that British Indian family member is ruling
the country. As per Author’s learning from ‘‘India
Wins Freedom” of Moulana Abdul Kalam Azad
written in Urdu and translated in English by Humayun
Kabir, writer, educationist, philosopher and
politician. As per peoples’ look out while reading the
the biography’s one script especially on the British
Indian family member did not include in the Biography,
which is very much mysterious. As per peoples’
knowledge during publication period the said British
Indian family member has destroyed that particular script
when he came to know about the script which had been
written especially for him.
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All advocates and all staffs will take cash in advance
without any receipt if asked for receipt they will say
advocates here never give any receipt. Next if general
people ask for judicial stamps/stamp papers in any
denomination vender will say not available and if we are
prepared to give extra charge, vender will take almost
double and even if we go to any advocate from their
advocate quota, they will also charge one and half
double and even if we go to any advocate from their
advocate quota, they will also charge one and half
time or double. Next any criminal case State Vs
Respondent PP will submit his/her written statement in
favour of Respondent on receipt of huge cash from the
Respondent then will take transfer to some other
department. And that written statement judge will keep
pending without passing any order and without giving
any next hearing date. All general 60% people are
tortured like no body’s business. Now Author would
like to draw your kind attention to the West Bengal
judiciary anarchism which is in detailed given in the
captioned Book in judicial chapter. All advokates and
all staffs will take cash in advance without any receipt if
asked for they will say
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advocates here never give any receipt. Next if general
people ask for judicial stamps/stamp papers in any
denomination vender will say not available and if we are
prepared to give extra charge, vender will take almost
double and even if we go to any advocate from their
advocate quota, they will also charge one and half
time or double. Next any criminal case State Vs
Respondent PP will submit his/her written statement in
favour of Respondent on receipt of huge cash from the
Respondent then will take transfer to some other
department. And that written statement judge will keep
pending without passing any order and without giving
any next hearing date. All general 60% people are
tortured like no body’s business. Author is also one of
the victims even after fulfilling all advocates’ extortionate
charges. All people crazy to become millionaire/
billionaire by all unfair means and by which entire
Bureaucratic systems have become corrupt through
99% self-centered power crazy political leaders. Now
Author is enclosing herewith the copies of following
letters for your kind perusal for amending all British Acts
for the benefit of 40% burgeon people.
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Very recently Your Honour has passed one
judgment order against Muslim Divorce whereby
saying talaq, talaq, talaq is not legal as per Indian
Constitution of secular and democratic country.
But after marriage when both have become parent
of son/daughter and next bride, mother of the child
filed false case against the father of the child and
not allowing father to meet the beloved child.
Mother of the Child is living with her own parent
and instigating for Talaq. The Judgement required
to be amended for benefit of child’s father to meet
the beloved child could not be siezed.
If you have read “PREAMBLE OF THE
CONSTITITION OF INDIA” mentioned in the Judicial
Sector/Departments should be Independent and to
pass the Judgment Orders as per Constitution and
Law but not under control of Governments’ decision
and as per Constitution and Law but not under
control of Governments’ decision and as per Law
Board’s members controlled under Political Parties’ will
and wish like British Dynasty.
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Author's humble prayer to you to be kind enough to
give justice to the 60% BPL categories of people
and to take severe action against the anarchism of West
Bengal Judiciaries/Advocates Section and required
amendment of all British Acts including West the Bengal
Human Rights Act, Human Rights Commission Act and
Human Rights Council of India Govt. registered against
60% BPL categories of people because if any case
is registered in other Courts they cannot file any case in
these HRC Court and Kolkata Municipal Corporation
Act, 1876 most corrupted Organisation, you will find
detailed analysis in the captioned Book 2nd chapter of
SB’s experience. As per Author’s feeling we are still
Citizens of British Colony ruled by self-centered power
crazy corrupted group of leaders nominated by World
Kings.
Yours Respectfully,
Encl: 1. ALL POLITICAL PARTIES WHOM SO EVER IT
MAY CONCERN-17 pages Script

2. Book-10th Edition of “Evolution of Human
Beings and Society”
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Hon’bl Chief Justice of High Court of West Bengal, 3, Esplanade Row W, BBD Bagh, Kolkata,
West Bengal 700001
SUB: TENTH EDITION OF “EVOLUTION OF HUMAN
BEINGS AND SOCIETY”

Sir,
Enclosed the above mentioned Captioned Books
incorporating one Script-“FOR ALL POLITICAL PARTIES
WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN’.

This Book includes one foreword of Mother,
Mahasweta Devi, recipient of Jnanpith and Raman
Magsaysay Award, which has been affixed with
PREFACE. As per knowledge and observation of Author
of the Captioned Book clarified that British Ruler did
hand over the dynasty of our country to their pets
dividing into two parts as India and Pakistan. Very
cunningly, the British Ruler did hand over the reign of our
country India to one of their pet Indian family members.
But well before at the time of discussion and negotiation,
Father of the undivided Nation, Bapu Mahatma
Gandhi objected saying that the Netaji Subhash
Chandra Bose is the first National Leader who should
take over the reign of this country.
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While handing over the reign of this country to their
pet Indian family member the British Ruler advised not
to change the British law and ‘Divide and Rule Policy’
keeping alive all the religious fundamentalism, casteism,
tribal backward class, etc. to keep the dynasty under
own and/or successors’ control forever. Likewise fourth
generation of that British Indian family member is ruling
the country. As per Author’s learning from ‘‘India
Wins Freedom” of Moulana Abdul Kalam Azad
written in Urdu and translated in English by Humayun
Kabir, writer, educationist, philosopher and
politician.
As per peoples’ look out while reading the
biography’s one script especially on the British Indian
family member did not include in the Biography, which is
very much mysterious. As per peoples’ knowledge
during publication period the said British Indian family
member has destroyed that particular script when he
came to know about the script which had been written
especially for him. Now Author would like to draw your
kind attention to the West Bengal judiciary anarchism
which is in detailed given in the captioned Book in
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judicial chapter. All advocates and all staffs will take
cash in advance without any receipt if asked for receipt
they will say advocates here never give any receipt.
Next if general people ask for judicial stamps/stamp
papers in any denomination vender will say not
available and if we are prepared to give extra charge,
vender will take almost double and even if we go to any
advocate from their advocate quota, they will also
charge one and half time or double. Next any criminal
case State Vs Respondent PP will submit his/her
written statement in favour of Respondent on receipt of
huge cash from the Respondent then will take transfer
to some other department. And that written statement
judge will keep pending without passing any order and
without giving any next hearing date. All general 60%
people are tortured like no body’s business. Author is
also one of the victims even after fulfilling all advocates’
extortionate charges. All people crazy to become
millionaire/billionaire by all unfair means and by which
entire Bureaucratic systems have become corrupt
through 99% self-centered power crazy political
leaders. Now Author is enclosing herewith the copies
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letters for your kind perusal for amending all British
Acts for the benefit of 40% burgeon people.
If you have read “PREAMBLE OF THE CONSTITITION
OF INDIA” mentioned in the Judicial Sector/
Departments should be Independent and to pass the
Judgment Orders as per Constitution and Law but not
under control of Governments’ decision and as per
Law Board’s members controlled under Political Parties’
will and wish like British Dynasty.
Author’s humble prayer to you to be kind enough to
give justice to the 60% BPL categories of people and
to take severe action against the anarchism of West
Bengal Judiciaries/Advocates Section and required
amendment of all British Acts including West the Bengal
Human Rights Act, Human Rights Commission Act and
Human Rights Council of India Govt. registered against
60% BPL categories of people because if any case is
registered in other Courts they cannot file any case in
these HRC Court and Kolkata Municipal Corporation
Act, 1876 most corrupted Organisation, you will find
detailed analysis in the captioned Book 2nd chapter of
SB’s experience.
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As per Author’s feeling we are still Citizens of British
Colony ruled by self-centered power crazy corrupted
group of leaders nominated by World Kings.
Yours Respectfully,
Encl:
1. ALL POLITICAL PARTIES WHOM SO EVER IT MAY
CONCERN-17 pages Script

2. Book-10th Edition of “Evolution of Human
Beings and Society"
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